You need **IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications** —

the professional-level magazine devoted to designers and users of computer graphics hardware, software, and systems. Focuses on computer graphics research, technology, and practical use.

**Expanded coverage in 1983:**

IEEE *CG&A* is gearing up for **full monthly** publication. Your first three issues this year—January, March, and May—will incorporate the product supplement launched last year. Then, starting in July, you'll receive **monthly** issues—with a full complement of feature articles and our regular departments—packed with solid, in-depth coverage of such topics as computer animation, display technology, computer graphics and video, business graphics, selecting and implementing turnkey CAD systems, engineering design stations, and much more.

**Here's how to subscribe:**

If you are a member of **any** IEEE society, you can add *IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications* to your basic membership. If you are not a member, now is the time to join. See application on next page. *CG&A* is also the official membership journal of the National Computer Graphics Association and comes automatically with NCGA membership.

---

**Special Offer:**

Join the IEEE Computer Society now and receive a free copy of either of the following:

- **Microprocessors and Microcomputers (Second Edition)** contains 29 selected papers on micros from *COMPUTER*. (298 pp.)
  - Regular nonmember price: $12

- **Selected Reprints in Software** includes more than 25 of the best software articles from *COMPUTER*. (282 pp.)
  - Regular nonmember price: $12

**Remember . . .**

your membership in the IEEE Computer Society brings an automatic subscription to *COMPUTER* — the leading professional journal in the field of computer engineering.
IEEE Computer Society Membership Application

Check here for your free copy of
☐ Microprocessors and Microcomputers
or
☐ Selected Reprints in Software
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Street address
City    State/Country    Zip

Full signature    Date
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Firm name
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City    State/Country    Zip
IEE membership no. or affiliate society membership no. (If applicable)
Grade
Date of birth    ☐ Male    ☐ Female

EDUCATION (highest level completed)

Name of educational institution
Course    Degree received    Date

ENDORSEMENT (Name one individual, preferably an IEEE member, who knows you professionally)

Name (print in full)
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City    State/Country    Zip
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IEEE membership fees

Full-Year    Half-Year

Western Europe    All Other Areas

IEEE Computer Society
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IEEE Computer Society

Address:

IEEE Computer Society

Membership Department

10662 Los Vaqueros Circle

Los Alamitos, CA 90720

Important: Pay the FULL-YEAR rate if your application is postmarked between September 1, 1982 and February 28, 1983. Pay the HALF-YEAR rate if your application is postmarked between March 1, 1983, and August 31, 1983. Membership and publications expire December 31.

If you are not yet a Computer Society member:

☐ I am an IEEE member who wishes to join the Computer Society. Enclosed is my
☐ I am a non-IEEE member who wishes to join both IEEE and the Computer Society. Enclosed is my
☐ I am a non-IEEE member who wishes to join the Computer Society only. Enclosed is my

In addition to my automatic subscription to COMPUTER, I also want to subscribe to

IEEE Computer Graphics & Applications (3061). Enclosed is my

If you are already a member of an IEEE society:

☐ I am already an IEEE society member and wish to subscribe to IEEE Computer Graphics & Applications (3061). Enclosed is my

Total amount remitted with this application:

(Make checks or money orders payable to IEEE. Mail to the IEEE Computer Society, 10662 Los Vaqueros Circle, Los Alamitos, CA 90720.)

*IEEE members in Region 7 (Canada) and 8 (Western Europe and the Middle East) may deduct $5 from full-year rates, $2.50 from half-year rates. IEEE members in Regions 9 and 10 may deduct $12 from full-year rates, $6 from half-year rates. ACM members who join both the IEEE and the Computer Society may deduct $5 from full-year rates, $2.50 from half-year rates. ACM discount applies only to those who join both IEEE and the Computer Society.

Hardcopy bulk air option for members in Regions 8–10: Western Europe, Latin America (including Mexico), and the Far East.

Add the following amount(s) for two-week delivery for COMPUTER and IEEE Computer Graphics & Applications:
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2. Engineering and scientific management
3. Engineering/Physicist/Scientist
4. Software management
5. Software scientist/enginer